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This work provides insight into the promotional effect of Mn on the synthesis of higher alcohols over Cu-based ternary catalysts through XPS and in situ DRIFTS and powder XRD. These realized that the surface of K–CuZnAl, an active catalyst for CO hydrogenation to methanol, possesses Cu+ sites able to adsorb CO associatively and Cu0 sites for H2 dissociation. Here we show that exchanging Zn with Mn induces a strong interaction between Cu and Mn that decreases the overall copper surface area and increases the Cu+/Cu0 ratio. In situ DRIFTS showed that electronic modification of Cu+ sites by proximate Mn favors dissociative CO chemisorption, resulting in the formation of C and O adspecies that are precursors to higher alcohol formation. The decrease in metallic copper limits available sites for H2 dissociation, and hence retards the hydrogenation of oxygen-containing intermediates, thereby further promoting carbon-chain growth. Mn also increases the dispersion of the K promoter over the catalyst surface, providing abundant basic sites for aldol-type condensation reactions to branched oxygenates.

1. Introduction

The conversion of synthesis gas to oxygenates represents an attractive route for the production of drop-in fuel components. The process is versatile in terms of feedstock since both renewable and non-renewable carbon-containing feedstocks can be employed, while modification of the process parameters and the catalyst yields a wide range of products, spanning from methanol and higher alcohols to ketones, aldehydes and esters. Alcohols with a carbon number higher than two demonstrate more favorable properties for fuel use than ethanol, such as higher octane number, improved fuel blend water tolerance, better volatility characteristics and material compatibility. More importantly, higher alcohols have been identified as a suitable blending component for aviation, a transport sector with limited alternative fuel options due to the extremely stringent fuel specifications. Mixing 10% C2–C6 alcohols in jet fuel was shown to meet current jet fuel specifications. The use of the fuel blend in aircraft engines led to reduced emissions, with no compromise in the engine performance.

Although the conversion of syngas to methanol over Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalysts is an established, large-scale industrial process, CO hydrogenation to higher alcohols still remains challenging. Despite the substantial amount of research work, the commercialization of the higher alcohol synthesis (HAS) process is still hindered by low yields and poor catalyst selectivity. Promotion of Cu-based methanol synthesis catalysts with alkalis, such as Li, Na, K and Cs, shifts the synthesis to higher molecular weight products, however almost always at the expense of CO conversion. The addition of transition metals has also been reported to act beneficially towards higher alcohol formation. Among others, the IFP-developed Cu–Co catalysts and Fe–Cu and Ni–Cu catalysts have been shown to be active in the higher alcohol synthesis reaction. The addition of Mn, Cr, Th, and Ce (ref. 11, 12, 13 and 16) together with alkali compounds to Cu-based ZnO or Cr2O3 catalysts improved selectivity to higher alcohols, especially to isobutanol.

The mechanism of higher alcohol formation and the nature of the active site(s) still remain unclear. Several different mechanistic routes and reactive intermediates have been proposed in the literature and these have been nicely summarized in several older and more recent reviews. It is generally accepted that the reaction mechanism depends on the type of catalyst employed. Over noble metals and modified Fischer–Tropsch and Mo-containing catalysts, the reaction yields mostly linear alcohols, produced via the insertion
of non-dissociated CO in (CH$_3$)$_2$nd species formed from the hydrogenation of dissociative CO. This reaction mechanism is often described as a “dual-site” mechanism, where one active site catalyzes CO dissociation and chain propagation, while another site has functionalities for CO non-dissociative activation and insertion.$^{22}$ The mechanism is much more complex on Cu-based catalysts and comprises several reaction steps, depending on the metals and promoters used: CO adsorption (associative/dissociative), hydrogenation of the adsorbed CO to formyl species, carbon chain growth \textit{via} aldol-type condensation of formyl species to acetyl and higher species or CO insertion to form a C–C bond followed by hydrogenation of the intermediate species to produce a complex product mixture consisting of linear and branched alcohols, other oxygenates and hydrocarbons.$^3$ In this context, the C–C growth over alkali-promoted Cu catalysts has been ascribed to the aldol condensation reactions over basic sites provided by the alkalis.

Most studies point to a common intermediate for the synthesis of methanol and higher alcohols, with syngas or methanol forming a C$_1$ surface species that further reacts, leading to carbon chain growth. On the basis of isotopic studies with the addition of methanol and ethanol with $^{13}$C in the syngas feed, Nunan \textit{et al.}$^{23}$ showed that lower alcohols were incorporated into the synthesis to form higher alcohols on Cs-doped Cu/ZnO catalysts. Iglesia \textit{et al.}$^{24}$ Baysar and Schrader,$^{25}$ Kiennemann \textit{et al.}$^{26}$ and Elliott \textit{et al.}$^{27-29}$ reached similar conclusions for alkali promoted and unpromoted Cu/ZnO/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalysts by isotopic studies and addition of probe molecules, such as ethanol and 1-propanol, to the H$_2$/CO feed. Therefore, there is a consensus that the synthesis of methanol and higher alcohols occurs \textit{via} the same C$_1$ intermediate, but it is still not clear if the two syntheses share the same catalytic site and what the exact nature of this site is. In fact, despite numerous investigations, the precise type of active center for methanol synthesis is still uncertain. Most studies agree on the contribution of ZnO to the active site, but several different models have been proposed, such as Cu metal supported on ZnO, Cu$^+$ ions in the ZnO matrix, ZnO segregated on Cu$^+$, electron-rich Cu at the Cu–ZnO heterojunction, CuZn surface alloy formation \textit{etc.} [ref. 30 and references therein]. Regarding higher alcohol synthesis, earlier works of Hofstadt \textit{et al.}$^{16}$ over Cu catalysts promoted with alkalis and different transition metals suggest that oxygen-containing intermediates form on Cu$^+$, while Cu$^0$ favors the formation of CH$_2$ structures. The authors argue that both are needed to form ethanol \textit{via} addition of the oxygen-containing intermediates in the CH$_2$ species. More recently, a series of publications from Wang \textit{et al.}$^{31-33}$ showed \textit{via} experimental and molecular-level theoretical studies that both Cu$^+$ and Cu$^0$ sites are needed for ethanol formation on Cu/ZnO/Al$_2$O$_3$ catalysts. XPS results showed that ethanol synthesis requires a higher Cu$^+$ content and higher Cu/Zn ratio on the catalyst surface.$^{32}$

In a previous study, we investigated a series of K-promoted CuZnAl, CuZnMn, CuZnCr and CuMnAl catalysts with constant composition for the production of higher alcohols from syngas.$^{33}$ We found that Mn favors the formation of alcohols with a carbon chain length over two. The most appreciable changes were recorded for the K-CuMnAl catalyst that exhibited much higher alcohol selectivity than K-CuZnAl at the expense of methanol formation. This was tentatively ascribed to strong interaction between Cu and Mn and the reduction of catalyst acidity that enhances aldol-type condensation reactions leading to higher alcohols. In this paper, we obtain further insight on the nature of the active sites over these catalysts and in particular on the promotional effect of Mn by monitoring the working state of the most active, K-CuZnAl, and the most selective, K-CuMnAl, catalyst under reaction conditions using \textit{in situ} techniques. Moreover, the interaction of CO in the absence and presence of H$_2$ is followed with time-resolved \textit{in situ} DRIFTS to probe the active sites and intermediates formed on the surface.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Catalytic materials

The study was conducted over K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl catalysts synthesized \textit{via} co-precipitation with a constant Cu/(Zn or Mn)/Al molar composition of 45/45/10. Details on the synthesis, characterization and testing of the materials in CO hydrogenation to higher alcohols have been previously reported.$^{34}$ Briefly, co-precipitation was performed by adding an aqueous 0.1 M solution of Na$_2$CO$_3$ (Merck) in a dropwise manner to an aqueous solution of the corresponding nitrate precursors in appropriate stoichiometric amounts at 70 °C and pH of 6–7. The precursors employed were Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$·3H$_2$O (Merk), Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O (Merk), Al(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O (Fluka) and Mn(NO$_3$)$_2$·4H$_2$O (Merk). The precipitate was washed and dried for 24 h at 100 °C and calcined under air flow for 4 h at 350 °C. The potassium promoter (0.5 wt% K) was added on the resulting powders by dry impregnation with an aqueous solution of K$_2$CO$_3$ (Aldrich), followed by calcination in synthetic air for 4 h at 350 °C. The catalysts were characterized by TEM, XRD, ICP-AES, BET analysis, DRIFTS, TPR-H$_2$ and NH$_3$–TPD. The key physicochemical properties of the materials are repeated in Table 1. The catalytic performance in CO hydrogenation was measured in a high pressure small-scale test unit, equipped with a stainless steel fixed bed reactor (ID: 9.3 mm). Prior to the measurements, the catalysts were reduced \textit{in situ} under pure hydrogen at 350 °C for 3 h and atmospheric pressure. The higher alcohol synthesis reaction was investigated in the temperature range 280–320 °C at 40 bar, W/F ratio of 0.74 g s cm$^{-3}$ and inlet feed composition H$_2$/CO = 2. The steady-state activity measurements were taken after at least 24 h time-on-stream. A summary of the catalytic performance in terms of CO conversion, C-based selectivity and space time yield is shown in Table 1.

2.2 \textit{In situ} XRD

\textit{In situ} X-ray diffraction was performed at 7 bar pressure under H$_2$ and syngas (ratio H$_2$/CO = 2) at a temperature range
of 25 to 400 °C in 50 °C intervals. The measurements were performed on a Bruker d8 advance XRD instrument with a Cu Kα source (λ = 1.54 Å) and a nickel Kβ filter, fitted with an Anton Parr XRK900 cell with Bronkhorst EL-Flow BASE mass flow controllers and an EL-Flow Select pressure regulator.

2.3 Ex situ XPS
X-ray photoelectron spectra were acquired on a Kratos AXIS HSi spectrometer equipped with a charge neutraliser and monochromated Al Kα excitation source (1486.7 eV). Binding energy (BE) referencing was employed using the adventitious carbon peak at 284.6 eV. Survey scans were recorded for surface elemental analysis (pass energy 160 eV), with high resolution spectra recorded at 40 eV pass energy. Spectral fitting was performed using CasaXPS Version 2.3.15. Standard spectra of the samples were collected in an ultrahigh-vacuum system (10−9 torr) at ambient temperature in fresh form and after ex situ reduction at 350 °C in H2 under atmospheric pressure. Following reduction, samples were transferred to the instrument in a glove bag to avoid exposure to air.

2.4 In situ DRIFTS studies
In situ DRIFTS spectra were collected on a Bruker Tensor 27 FT-IR spectrometer. The powdered samples were placed in a Zn/Se window chamber (Specac) controlled by a Specac temperature controller. The samples were first reduced in situ in H2 at 350 °C for 30 min. The chamber was then cooled to 50 °C in He flow. After the acquisition of stable reference spectra under He flow at 50 °C, the reactant gas was introduced to the chamber and the infrared spectra were recorded at 4 cm−1 resolution with 68 scans. CO adsorption was carried out under a 3% CO/He gas mixture at 50 °C, followed by purging with He or 6% H2/He flow. Spectra were also collected under a simultaneous 3% CO/6% H2/He gas atmosphere at 50 °C, followed by purging with He.

3. Results
3.1 Catalytic performance in higher alcohol synthesis
The catalytic performance of the K-promoted Cu catalysts was evaluated in CO hydrogenation tests performed at 300 and 320 °C at 40 bar with a CO/H2 molar ratio of two in a high pressure fixed bed reactor unit. These results have been presented and discussed in detail in a previous publication.34 The main observations are briefly reported here to aid with the interpretation of the in situ studies presented in the following sections. Table 1 presents the catalytic performance at 300 °C in terms of CO conversion, carbon-based selectivity to the different products and space time yield to alcohols. K-CuZnAl demonstrated the highest activity, with 20% CO conversion. The introduction of Mn in the position of Zn in the material reduced the activity to ~10%. The decrease was tentatively ascribed to the larger Cu-containing crystallites in K-CuMnAl, as calculated from XRD, and the lower accessibility of copper in the Cu–Mn spinel complex formed. The main reaction product over both catalysts was alcohols, with methanol being the major carbon oxygenated compound, along with CO2 and small concentrations of hydrocarbons (mainly methane and ethane). The detailed distribution of the alcohols presented in Fig. S1† shows that the synthesis yields mainly primary linear [ethanol and 1-propanol] and branched alcohols [2-methyl-1-propanol], consistent with the aldol-type condensation mechanism that has been proposed for Cu-based catalysts.3 Substitution of Zn by Mn in the catalyst formulation was found to favor the synthesis of higher alcohols, with K-CuMnAl exhibiting higher selectivity compared to the reference K-CuZnAl. The Mn-containing catalyst produced the longest chain alcohols, with propanol and methylpropanols being in highest concentration in the higher alcohol mixture, as shown in Fig. S1†.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>SA, m2 g−1</th>
<th>Crystallite sizea, nm</th>
<th>CO conversion%,</th>
<th>ROH STY, mg gcat−1 h</th>
<th>Carbon selectivity, C mol%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-CuZnAl</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>449.6</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-CuMnAl</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>172.4</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Calculated from XRD patterns using the Scherrer equation. b The crystallite size refers to the CuO phase in K-CuZnAl and the Cu1.5Mn1.5O4 spinel phase in K-CuMnAl. c Reaction conditions: T = 300 °C, P = 40 bar, W/F = 0.74 g s cm−3, H2/CO = 2.

3.2 In situ XRD under H2 and H2/CO flow
In order to elucidate the evolution of the catalyst precursor and the promotional effect of Mn on higher alcohol selectivity, the structural state of the catalysts during reduction and under working conditions was investigated by in situ XRD under reductive and reactive conditions similar to those employed in the catalytic reaction tests. In situ XRD diffractograms were recorded at 7 bar from room temperature to 400 °C in 50 °C temperature intervals under both H2 and H2/CO flow over the most active K-CuZnAl and the most selective K-CuMnAl catalyst. The Scherrer equation was used to calculate the crystal size of the different phases from the X-ray patterns.

Fig. 1A and B show the in situ XRD patterns and the respective crystallite sizes as a function of temperature for K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl. In accordance with previous ex situ XRD characterization results,34 the reference K-CuZnAl catalyst exhibits, at room temperature, highly disordered CuO (JCPDS entry 5-661) and ZnO (JCPDS entry 36-1451) crystal...
phases, with crystallites sizes ∼10 nm and 7–8 nm, respectively. At 100 °C, the reflections corresponding to CuO start decreasing with the simultaneous appearance of peaks corresponding to metallic Cu, signifying the onset of the catalyst reduction. The XRD pattern at 150 °C exhibits only metallic Cu reflections (JCPDS entry 4-836), indicating that reduction is completed at low temperatures with a fast rate. The Cu XRD peaks increase with temperature due to increased crystallinity. This is also reflected in the size of the Cu crystallites that become larger, growing linearly with temperature and almost doubling in size (∼17 nm) at 400 °C. No changes in the ZnO phase are observed during the entire investigated temperature range, with its reflections, and therefore its size, remaining practically constant with temperature.

The K-CuMnAl sample exhibits a different structure, with a single well-defined crystalline phase at room temperature, attributed to the Cu1.5Mn1.5O4 spinel (JCPDS entry 35-1171), with a crystallite size of ∼20 nm. No CuO reflections are detected, indicating strong interaction between Cu and Mn and incorporation of copper ions into the spinel lattice in accordance with our own and others’ previous results. The XRD patterns remain unchanged up to 100 °C. Further increase to 150 °C leads to reduction of the spinel phase and formation of metallic Cu (JCPDS entry 4-836) and MnO (JCPDS entry 7-230). The intensity of the XRD peaks increases slightly with temperature up to 250 °C, with no further changes up to 400 °C. In contrast to the K-CuZnAl catalyst, the size of the Cu crystallites ranges around 5–8 nm and does not change significantly with increasing temperature. These findings confirm the stronger interaction between Cu and Mn that hinders Cu reducibility and potentially maintains Cu in a partially oxidized state. Promotion of Cu/ZrO2 catalysts with Mn was also shown to shift the reduction temperature of Cu to a higher temperature.36 The maximum temperature of reduction was found to inversely correlate with activity in CO hydrogenation over a series of CuZnAl catalysts modified with different promoters (Fe, Co, Ru, Zr, Mo, Mg, Mn, and Cr).37 The lower activity of the K-CuMnAl can be thus ascribed to the harder-to-reduce Cu species. In situ XRD patterns for samples reduced in situ at 350 °C resemble those obtained following ex situ reduction in H2 (Fig. S2†), suggesting that the trends in catalyst evolution observed from 300 to 400 °C are representative of those observed under operational conditions.

The in situ XRD study of the two catalytic systems was repeated at the same temperature range and pressure, but in syngas flow with a H2/CO ratio of 2, to detect possible structural changes under reaction conditions. The XRD patterns and the crystallite sizes as a function of temperature for K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl are presented in Fig. 2A and B, respectively. Exposure to synthesis gas also reduces the catalytic materials, forming the same structural phases as those...
formed in the presence of only hydrogen, i.e. Cu and ZnO for K-CuZnAl and Cu and MnO for K-CuMnAl. This indicates that the reaction can be run on the fresh catalysts, omitting the need for pre-reduction in H2 prior to the reaction. The main differences observed lie in the temperature of reduction when CO is co-fed with H2. In the case of the reference K-CuZnAl, reduction is completed at temperatures as low as 100 °C, compared to 150 °C required only in hydrogen flow. The sizes of the crystallites remain at similar levels, with the same trend of Cu sintering with increasing temperature. On the contrary, over the K-CuMnAl sample, reduction is retarded and occurs at 200 °C, a temperature higher than that observed in hydrogen flow. This further supports the hypothesis that Cu is retained at a partially oxidized state over this material due to the strong Cu–Mn interaction. As discussed later in the manuscript, the presence of partially oxidized Cu species at an appropriate ratio has important implications on the selectivity to higher alcohols.

3.3 XPS studies

The oxidation state of copper and the surface composition of K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl were investigated with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Initially, XPS spectra were recorded for the freshly calcined materials in ultra-high vacuum at ambient temperature. The catalysts were then reduced ex situ under hydrogen flow at 350 °C and 1 bar and were transferred to the XPS instrument in a glove bag to minimize exposure to air. Fig. 3A and B present the Cu 2p XP spectra of the catalysts in oxidized and reduced form, respectively. The Cu 2p<sub>3/2</sub> binding energy values in the oxidized catalysts are in the range of 932.6–933.8 eV with Cu 2p<sub>3/2</sub>–2p<sub>1/2</sub> spin–orbit splitting of 20.0 ± 0.1 eV, characteristic of CuO. The shake-up satellites at ∼942 eV and ∼962 eV are attributed to shake-up transitions by ligand-to-metal 3d charge transfer that can occur only for copper in the +2 oxidation state, confirming the presence of Cu<sup>2+</sup> in both catalysts. The substitution of Zn by Mn induces a clear shift of the Cu 2p<sub>3/2</sub> binding energy to 933.8 eV in K-CuMnAl, compared to 932.6 eV in K-CuZnAl, associated with the different coordination of copper in the two catalysts. While CuO consists of tetrahedrally coordinated Cu<sup>2+</sup> cations with BE in the range of 932.7–933.6 eV, Cu<sub>1.5</sub>Mn<sub>1.5</sub>O<sub>4</sub> contains Cu both in tetrahedral and octahedral coordination. According to the literature, higher Cu 2p binding energies (in the range of 933.4–934.5 eV) are associated with a higher percentage of copper in octahedral coordination, while lower values show a higher percentage of tetrahedrally coordinated copper cations. Therefore, the shift of the binding energy of Cu<sup>2+</sup> to higher values in the K-CuMnAl catalyst can be related to both the coordination of
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**Fig. 2** *In situ* XRD patterns and crystallite size as a function of temperature in syngas flow (H<sub>2</sub>/CO ratio 2) at 7 bar for (A) K-CuZnAl and (B) K-CuMnAl.
copper in the Cu$_{1.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$ spinel and the stronger interaction between Cu and Mn and the formation of Cu–O–Mn bonds.\cite{44,48} In addition to the main peak, the Cu 2p spectrum of the K-CuMnAl catalyst features an additional shoulder at lower binding energy. This peak signifies the presence of Cu$^+$ in Cu$_{1.5}$Mn$_{1.5}$O$_4$, as previously reported.\cite{49} The presence of Cu$^+$ in K-CuMnAl is also suggested by the observation that the area ratio of the satellite 2p$_{3/2}$ is 0.37, notably lower than the 0.51 value observed for K-CuZnAl.

As shown in Fig. 3B, after catalyst reduction at 350 °C, the binding energy of Cu 2P$_{3/2}$ shifts down to 931.5–932.5 eV, which is characteristic of copper species in lower oxidation states.\cite{22,50} The absence of the characteristic shake-up satellites signifies the reduction of Cu$^{+}$ to Cu$^{0+}$ ($0 \leq \delta \leq 1$) species.\cite{22,40,41} The shift of the Cu binding energy to higher values in K-CuMnAl (932.5 eV) compared to K-CuZnAl (931.7 eV) is retained, similarly to the oxidized samples, indicating that the stronger interaction between Cu and Mn is maintained even in the reduced form.\cite{47} Chemical state differentiation between Cu$^+$ and Cu$^0$ is difficult from the 2p XP region, since the XP binding energies are practically the same.\cite{50,51} Although bigger chemical shifts are in principle observed in the LMM Auger features of Cu (KE = 917 eV), these strongly overlap with the Zn LMM Auger features (KE = 914 eV). N(E) XP derived Auger spectra are inherently broad; calculation of the Cu Auger parameter using the differential Auger spectra should however prove to be indicative of the oxidation state of Cu. Fig. 4A and B show the differentiated Cu LMM Auger transition for the fresh and reduced K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl, respectively. Both fresh
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**Fig. 3** Cu 2p XP spectra of the K-CuZnAl and the K-CuMnAl catalysts (A) fresh and (B) reduced at 350 °C under H$_2$.

**Fig. 4** Cu and Zn LMM Auger spectra of the (A) K-CuZnAl and (B) the K-CuMnAl fresh and reduced catalysts at 350 °C under H$_2$. 
samples show a broad peak (α) in the differential signal centered at kinetic energies of 919–920 eV, which gives rise to an Auger parameter of 1852.3–1852.5 consistent with Cu$^{2+}$ species. Following reduction at 350 °C in H$_2$, there is a slight increase in the kinetic energy of the Cu LMM α state, and a new state (β) evolves at 916.5 eV which has a corresponding Auger parameter of 1848.6–1849 eV. The new β peak is most prominent in the K-CuMnAl sample, accounting for 54% of the Cu signal, compared to only 27% in K-CuZnAl. Table 2 summarizes the measured binding and kinetic energies for the Cu 2p$_{3/2}$, LMM Auger transitions and calculated Auger parameters.

Literature values report the Auger parameters for Cu$^0$, Cu$^+$ and Cu$^{2+}$ species as 1851.24 eV, 1849.17 and 1851.33 eV, respectively,32 with the absence of the satellite species in the Cu 2p region allowing Cu$^0$ and Cu$^{2+}$ to be distinguished. Based on the observations from Fig. 3 and 4, it can be concluded that the fresh samples are composed mainly of Cu$^{2+}$ species as previously discussed, with complete loss of the satellite feature on reduction, evidencing the formation of both Cu$^+$ and Cu$^0$ species. The two Auger parameters calculated for the α' and β states of reduced K-CuMnAl and K-CuZnAl are thus consistent with Cu$^0$ and Cu$^+$, respectively, with the former sample containing a higher proportion of Cu$^+$, owing to its spinel structure and the strong Cu–Mn interaction.

Apart from determining the oxidation state, XPS studies also provide important information about the elemental composition of the catalysts on the surface. Integration of the XPS peaks allowed the calculation of the surface composition in the two materials in fresh (oxidized) and reduced form, presented in Fig. 5A and B for K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl, respectively. The bulk values for the fresh catalysts determined by ICP (ref. 34) are also included for comparison. In both materials, the amount of Cu on the surface is much lower than that in the bulk, with the surface being strongly enriched in Al. Although no bulk Al$_2$O$_3$ phase was detected by XRD, Al-containing compounds exhibit a strong affinity to accumulate on the surface in accordance with previous studies.53 The surface Cu exposure increases considerably after reduction in hydrogen. K-CuZnAl demonstrates a higher Cu content on the reduced surface, consistent with its higher reactivity compared to K-CuMnAl. A distinct difference between the two materials is the much higher accumulation of Mn (compared to Zn) and K on the reduced surface. It is interesting to note that the surface K content increases significantly on reduction of the K-CuMnAl. This can be directly related to the increased selectivity of the K-CuMnAl catalyst towards higher alcohols.

### 3.4 In situ DRIFTS studies

To obtain information on the nature and the thermal stability of the carbonyl species formed on the catalytic surface, the pre-reduced catalysts were exposed to 3% CO/He flow at 50 °C for 15 min. The peaks reached steady state in the first 2–3 min of CO exposure, indicating a fast saturation of the surface with carbonyl adsorbates. The flow was then switched to He or 6% H$_2$/He flow and time-resolved DRIFTS spectra were recorded to monitor and quantify the extinction coefficient of the carbonyls in inert and reductive atmosphere. Fig. 6 shows the IR spectra recorded as a function of flushing time in He for K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl, respectively, while the same information with flushing performed in hydrogen is shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted that the detection of carboxylic or alkoxyl species in the 1300–1650 cm$^{-1}$ range was not possible due to the dark color of the samples and the high noise-to-signal ratio. The peak centered on 2175 cm$^{-1}$ is due to vibrations of gaseous CO,54 while the band extending from 2150 to 2050 cm$^{-1}$ corresponds to different linearly adsorbed CO species.54–58 It is commonly acknowledged that bands located around 2080–2090 cm$^{-1}$ are due to carbonyl species adsorbed on metallic copper sites, while higher frequency bands with wavenumbers greater than ~2110 cm$^{-1}$ are related to imperfectly reduced catalysts and the presence of linear Cu$^+$–CO species.59 The former carbonyls are very unstable, while the latter exhibit a strong resistance to flushing/outgassing. Based on the above, the carbonyl species located at ~2120–2130 cm$^{-1}$ in the K-promoted copper catalysts can be assigned to linearly adsorbed CO species on Cu$^+$, without excluding a minor contribution from CO species on metallic copper sites. In addition, a weak shoulder at 2115 cm$^{-1}$, detectable on both catalysts, can be tentatively assigned to the symmetric vibration of Cu$^+$(CO)$_2$ dicarbonyl species.60 The vibration of linear Cu$^+$–CO species is red shifted from 2129 cm$^{-1}$ to 2120 cm$^{-1}$ on K-CuMnAl, signifying stronger binding of CO to the Cu surface catalyst (Fig. S3†). These observations pertain also in the case of exposure of the surface to synthesis gas (CO/H$_2$) with a molar ratio of 2, as shown in Fig. S4†.

The intensity of the DRIFTS bands suggests that the CO uptake of the Mn-substituted catalyst is higher than that of the reference material, in agreement with the XPS results that clearly showed a higher concentration of Cu$^+$ species on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Cu 2p$_{3/2}$ BE/eV</th>
<th>Auger KE/eV peak α$^a$</th>
<th>Auger KE/eV peak β$^a$</th>
<th>Auger parameter/eV peak α</th>
<th>Auger parameter/eV peak β</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CuZnAl fresh</td>
<td>932.7</td>
<td>919.6</td>
<td>916.5 (27%)</td>
<td>1852.3</td>
<td>1848.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuZnAl reduced</td>
<td>932.1</td>
<td>919.8 (73%)</td>
<td>916.5 (27%)</td>
<td>1851.9</td>
<td>1848.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuMnAl fresh</td>
<td>933.5</td>
<td>919</td>
<td></td>
<td>1852.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuMnAl reduced</td>
<td>932.5</td>
<td>919.2 (46%)</td>
<td>916.5 (54%)</td>
<td>1851.7</td>
<td>1849.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Values in brackets show the % of Cu present in this state.
K-CuMnAl. However, the higher CO uptake is inconsistent with the lower reactivity of the K-CuMnAl in the CO hydrogenation reaction, which demonstrated almost half CO conversion compared to the reference material. Considering that the main species detected by IR are Cu\(^{+}\)-CO complexes, this suggests that the primary activation of the carbon oxide...
molecule to methanol and/or higher alcohols occurs on both Cu\textsuperscript{0} and Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites on the surface, as discussed in detail in the Discussion section. It is interesting to note that the CO uptake reduces considerably in the co-presence of H\textsubscript{2} (Fig. S4f), especially for the K-CuMnAl catalyst. The much higher intensity loss over this catalyst is probably related to the competition of H\textsubscript{2} and CO for the same sites\textsuperscript{61} due to the higher Cu\textsuperscript{+}/Cu\textsuperscript{0} ratio, as evidenced by XPS, and therefore the reduced concentration of metallic Cu sites which catalyze H\textsubscript{2} dissociation.

When the flow was switched to either helium or hydrogen, the peak attributed to gaseous CO was quickly removed, while the bands attributed to carbonyl complexes were retained even after 14 min of flushing, indicating that these species are indeed chemisorbed on the surface. The time-resolved spectra shown in both Fig. 6 and 7 point out that the intensity of the adsorbates decreases more quickly over the Mn-containing catalyst, especially in the case of H\textsubscript{2} flushing, suggesting that the adsorbed CO undergoes reaction with hydrogen.

In order to quantify the above observations, we integrated the area corresponding to chemisorbed CO in the time resolved \textit{in situ} DRIFTS spectra of CO desorption in helium and in hydrogen over the two catalysts and normalized the values to the surface area of each catalyst. The quantified results are presented in Fig. 8 as a function of time. As already discussed, CO uptake is almost double on K-CuMnAl due to the higher amount of Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites. The rate of CO removal is also much faster on K-CuMnAl for the first minutes of flushing, especially in the presence of H\textsubscript{2}, but slows down after about ~6 min and approaches that of K-CuZnAl. On the contrary, the CO desorption rates in the presence and in the absence of H\textsubscript{2} are very similar on the reference catalyst.

Assuming first order desorption of CO from the surface, we calculated the apparent kinetic constants for desorption from the slope of the logarithm of CO concentration as a function of time, shown in Fig. 9A and B for desorption in He and H\textsubscript{2}, respectively. Whereas a straight line describes kinetically the desorption of CO from K-CuZnAl, in the case of K-CuMnAl there is a break point in the case of both He and H\textsubscript{2} flushing, suggesting contributions from two different CO adsorption sites with different desorption kinetic parameters. The first type of carbonyl species is very unstable/reactive and is characterized by a high apparent extinction coefficient equal to 0.24 min\textsuperscript{−1} in He. This value increases to 0.61 min\textsuperscript{−1} when flushing is performed in H\textsubscript{2}, indicating that the higher removal rate of CO from these sites is not due to thermal instability but to further reaction, which is enhanced with hydrogen. We tentatively ascribe this species to CO adsorbed on Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites that are created/modified in the presence of Mn and bind CO more strongly, as indicated by the shift of the CO vibration to lower wavenumbers. Chemisorbed CO is more likely to undergo fast dissociation to C and O species due to the weakening of the C=O bond, with the rate increasing in the presence of hydrogen due to hydrogen-assisted dissociation. The second type of CO species is removed much slower, with a similar rate in both hydrogen and helium. The kinetic constant for desorption is an order of magnitude lower and equal to ~0.06 min\textsuperscript{−1}. This value coincides with the extinction coefficient calculated for K-CuZnAl in both helium and hydrogen, suggesting that these species correspond to CO adsorbed on unmodified Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites that exist on both materials, with weaker metal–CO bonding and high thermal stability, which adsorb CO associatively.

4. Discussion

Detailed characterization of K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl provided important insight on the effect of Mn in the hydrogenation of CO to alcohols higher than methanol. \textit{In situ} XRD and XPS clearly showed the existence of stronger interaction between Cu and Mn, compared to Zn, leading to the incorporation of copper ions in a Cu–Mn spinel lattice. This in turn hinders reducibility and stabilizes copper in the Cu\textsuperscript{+} state. Several studies on Cu/Zn/Al catalysts for methanol synthesis argue that stabilization of Cu\textsuperscript{+} can be attributed to its incorporation into the ZnO lattice due to a strong metal–support interaction.\textsuperscript{62} It is very likely that the role of Mn is similar in the K-CuMnAl catalyst. The increased population of Cu\textsuperscript{+} species can also be related with the considerably higher dispersion of K on the surface of K-CuMnAl, as evidenced by XPS. Earlier works\textsuperscript{53,64} showed that the primary role of alkali promoters, even in impurity levels, is to stabilize Cu\textsuperscript{+} on the surface of Cu metal, creating in this way active centers, which are supplied by H\textsubscript{ads} from the Cu–metal surface.

The stronger Cu–Mn interaction changes significantly the population and type of carbonyl species formed on the surface and consequently the activity and selectivity of the catalyst in the CO hydrogenation reaction. Linearly adsorbed CO species on Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites were detected on the surface of both catalysts by DRIFTS, with the CO uptake being much higher on K-CuMnAl than K-CuZnAl, in contrast to its lower reactivity in the reaction. Considering that the main species detected by IR are Cu\textsuperscript{+}–CO complexes, this suggests that the primary
activation of the carbon oxide molecule to methanol and/or higher alcohols cannot be ascribed exclusively to the partially oxidized Cu sites. As discussed in the Introduction, the active site for methanol synthesis has been debated for decades and opposing results appear in the literature with some studies linearly correlating methanol activity to the amount of metallic Cu\textsuperscript{65} and others to the surface Cu\textsuperscript{+} species.\textsuperscript{64,66,67} Our results possibly indicate that CO is activated on both Cu\textsuperscript{0} and Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites on the surface. This has also been demonstrated recently in a detailed study by Pérez-Ramírez’s group,\textsuperscript{53} who investigated simultaneously CO hydrogenation, CO\textsubscript{2} hydrogenation, and water-gas shift (WGS) reactions over industrial Cu/Zn/Al catalysts and concluded that CO is converted to methanol over both metallic and partially oxidized copper. It was suggested that monovalent copper species might only account for the WGS reaction. Considering the selectivity of the two catalysts under investigation in the present study (Table 1), selectivity to CO\textsubscript{2}, a product of the WGS reaction, is 37\% higher on the Mn-promoted catalysts compared to K-CuZnAl, supporting the hypothesis that Cu\textsuperscript{+} plays a determining role in catalyzing CO conversion to CO\textsubscript{2} via the WGS route.

DRIFTS also evidenced that CO species are more strongly bonded to copper in the K-CuMnAl catalyst. It can be postulated that the strong interaction evidenced between Cu and Mn increases the electron density of surface Cu sites and hence increases $\pi$*-back donation to the adsorbed CO, strengthening the carbon–metal bond and weakening the carbon–oxygen bond in CO. Similar results were also reported by Cai \textit{et al.} for CO adsorption on mixed CuMnO\textsubscript{x} oxides.\textsuperscript{68} The weakening of the carbonyl bonds implies that the CO species on K-CuMnAl would be more readily dissociated to C and O than the carbonyl intermediates on K-CuZnAl.\textsuperscript{69} Calculation of the extinction coefficients of the carbonyl species in He and H\textsubscript{2} by time resolved \textit{in situ} DRIFTS confirmed the above. Whereas CO adsorbed linearly and associatively on unmodified Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites was found on both K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl, an additional, highly reactive type of carbonyl was detected on K-CuMnAl, attributed to CO adsorbed on Cu\textsuperscript{+} sites that are created/modified in the presence of Mn and bind CO more strongly. These species undergo fast dissociation to C and O. This observation is also validated by the results of the catalytic performance measurements that showed that the selectivity to hydrocarbons, which are produced \textit{via} dissociative adsorption of CO, is double on K-CuMnAl compared to K-CuZnAl. Time-resolved DRIFTS also showed that the CO dissociation rate increases in the presence of hydrogen. Hydrogen has been found to have an important effect on CO dissociation. Based on time resolved IR spectra, the CO dissociation rate on Ru was found to be two orders of magnitude higher, affected by hydrogen.\textsuperscript{70} Moreover, kinetic studies clearly showed the positive effect of hydrogen in accelerating the CO dissociation rate on metal surfaces.\textsuperscript{71,72} Considering the above, the faster reduction of the CO peaks in the presence of hydrogen over K-CuMnAl can be attributed to the hydrogen-assisted dissociation of the strongly bonded CO species on the surface to C and O atoms.

The higher selectivity of the K-CuMnAl can thus be ascribed to the existence of sites for both dissociative and associative CO adsorption on K-CuMnAl, with higher alcohols forming \textit{via} the insertion of molecular CO to CH\textsubscript{3} species that form CO dissociation to C and O and hydrogenation of the former. Formation of longer carbon chain alcohols is also favored by the higher Cu/Cu\textsuperscript{0} ratio and K dispersion in K-CuMnAl compared to K-CuZnAl. On the basis of mean-field microkinetic models for the methanol synthesis and WGS reactions, Grabow and Mavrikakis\textsuperscript{73} showed that the hydrogenation of methoxy species is the slow step for the CO methanol synthesis route. Since the concentration of metallic copper on the surface (which catalyzes H\textsubscript{2} dissociation) is lower over K-CuMnAl, the availability of hydrogen on the surface is probably lower, thus limiting the formation of methanol and increasing the lifetime of methoxy species that could undergo CO insertion to produce higher alcohols. Regarding K dispersion, alkanes have been known to provide basic sites for the aldol-type condensation of lower to higher
higher alcohols. In our previous work, we established a linear inverse correlation between acidity and higher alcohol selectivity and attributed the increased selectivity of K-CuMnAl to its lower acidity and higher basicity that catalyzes the formation of various C–C and C–O bonds. Based on the XPS results of this work, we can now confirm the higher concentration of basic sites on the surface and their positive role in the production of higher alcohols over the K-CuMnAl catalyst.

5. Conclusions

The K-promoted CuZnAl catalyst, with a Cu/Zn/Al ratio of 45/45/10, was previously identified as an active catalyst for the hydrogenation of CO to CH2OH at 300 °C and 40 bar. Substitution of Zn by Mn at constant chemical composition shifted the products of the reaction to higher molecular weight alcohols (mainly propanol and methyl-propanol), with a substantial increase in selectivity compared to K-CuZnAl. In this study, we performed detailed characterization of the two materials, K-CuZnAl and K-CuMnAl, to understand the promotional effect of Mn in higher alcohol synthesis. Our results showed that K-CuZnAl, which is active towards methanol formation, adsorbs CO on Cu+ surface species via the formation of weak carbon–metal bonds. The carbon–oxygen bond in the carbonyl species remains strong and CO does not dissociate on the surface. H2 is dissociated on the metallic Cu sites and the H atoms hydrogenate the molecularly adsorbed CO to methanol. In the K-CuMnAl catalysts, the strong interaction between Cu and Mn increases the percentage of Cu+ species on the surface and modifies copper sites in close vicinity to Mn. These modified Cu+ sites bind CO more strongly, leading to dissociation of CO to C and O species. The C species are hydrogenated and higher alcohols are produced via the addition of non-dissociated CO in the CHx species, accounting for the higher selectivity of K-CuMnAl. The higher Cu+/Cu0 ratio also limits the population of hydrogen on the surface (due to decreased concentration of metallic copper sites that catalyze H2 dissociation) and retards the fast hydrogenation of the oxygen-containing intermediates to methanol, thus increasing the probability of carbon-chain growth. Once ethanol precursors form on the surface, higher alcohols are produced via aldol-type condensation reactions on the basic sites of the surface, that are more abundant on K-CuMnAl compared to K-CuZnAl.
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